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“It is only here, my friend, that
buildings and machinery can
be found commensurate with
the miracles of modern times.
They are called factories.”
[Peter Beuth to Karl Frederick Schinkel from Manchester, 1823]

Who are the new Captains of Industry?
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THE COMPETITION
Speculation about
the Future Factory
is an opportunity to
speculate about future
social, economic
and technological
contexts; through the
proposition of a future
factory architecture.
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FACIT is pleased to announce the Future Factory competition, calling for ideas about
the future of manufacturing, factory buildings and their connection future cities.
The competition asks multidisciplinary teams to speculate about the direction of
manufacturing industries, the role that architecture has in accommodating them,
and how integration with urban environments might take place.
This competition recognizes an increasingly urgent need to bring manufacturing
closer to everyday life – not only because we now can (with cleaner, safer, smaller
manufacturing systems), but also because it asserts the importance of making
things to a wider public. If manufacturing industries continue a trajectory of
conglomeration and migration toward inexpensive labor and land, the social
loss is much greater than local jobs and skills. We also risk decreased capacity
for innovation across a wide spectrum of disciplines and professions, such
as architectural and industrial design, manufacturing technologies, materials
research, digital fabrication and many other areas. With these come the potential
for socioeconomic change – such environmentally sustainable manufacturing
practices, reforming industrial workplace environments and increased awareness
of consumption and production patterns. To be sure, the scale and complexity
of issues surrounding the future of manufacturing is vast, but there are specific
inroads. One of these inroads is architecture; factory buildings embody and
contend with many of these questions directly and indirectly. The history of factory
architecture is a veritable history of socioeconomic and technological change, but
more than respond to these changes architecture might act as an agent for them.
The Future Factory competition is therefore an opportunity to speculate about future
social, economic, environmental and technological contexts, through the proposition
of a future factory architecture.
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What will urban factories manufacture?
What will they look like?
What will their connection to everyday life be?
What will that mean for the future of cities?
THE ORGANIZER
Contemporary
manufacturing thrives
on urbanism.
Urban factories don’t
replace industrial
complexes, they mark
a new territory between
scales of enterprise,
where manufacturing
and design intersect with
vibrant and continually
transforming activities,
establishments and
economics of the city.

The Future Factory competition is organized by FACIT*, an international organization
for the advancement contemporary industry in cities. FACIT is a collection of
designers, urbanists, economists and manufacturers who share an interest in the
future of manufacturing. Our goal is to foster new and innovative ways to integrate
manufacturing industries, processes and workplaces with cities. This ambition is
premised on three recent developments in contemporary industry 1) contemporary
techniques and tools of manufacturing are much more accessible to a wider range
of users, practices and applications. Vast, peripheral industrial zones are neither
required nor conducive to this type and scale of work, yet cities offer much to it
2) Locating factories in densely populated areas encourages new collaborative
partnerships, new types of industry and the potential to integrate with both public
and private enterprise 3) Alternative approaches to manufacturing need to be
developed or many cities risk losing it altogether. This is also a potential loss of
work, cultural expertise and innovation opportunity.
Contemporary manufacturing thrives on urbanism. Urban factories don’t replace
industrial complexes or artisanal workshops, but mark a new territory between
these scales of enterprise, where manufacturing and design intersect with vibrant
and continually transforming activities, establishments and economics of the city.
FACIT initiates and supports projects that further these ideas in various cities
around the world. Projects include competitions, events, symposia, publications,
collaborative projects and public initiatives that connect people, cities and
manufacturing in the broadest sense. The FACIT network also acts as the repository
for resources and information across partners, projects and sites.
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WHY THE FACTORY?
The future factory is a
manufacturing space of
some description, it might
also act as a knowledge
and workplace hub, gallery,
retail space, showroom,
teaching space, archive
or event space... it may
not be visible at all, or be
distributed around the
globe, it might camouflage
into its environment or
be the new, iconic public
building on the 21st
century

The factory building is a continual experiment and marker of change. Factories have
accommodated changes in architecture and technology from the earliest manner
of making things - from medieval foundries to industrial mills to vertical - and later
horizontal - mass-assembly lines, to digital fabrication and mobile robotics. As the
materials and techniques of making things change, so do architecture and the city
around them. Meanwhile, the image of the factory building itself, as well as how it
is depicted in popular media, reflects and reinvents our attitudes toward industry,
production and consumption – although not always at the same pace. More
directly than many other building types, the factory building both anticipates and
celebrates changes in technology, industry and socio-economic conditions, through
architecture.
The general trajectory of change to the design and context factory buildings over
time has been from compact, centrally-located vertical manufacturing to vast
horizontal assembly lines located in the urban periphery. As the scale of production
grew so did industry’s unsavory by-products: massive industrial plants, toxic waste,
heavy transport infrastructure, noise and pollution. These are all easier to manage
outside of dense urban centers, and where land is affordable and available. As the
exodus of manufacturing from advanced economies to developing ones continued,
the peripheral factory grows to a full fledged factory-city.
Twenty-first century technologies, however, have transformed exponentially
since these industrial complexes emerged, as have contemporary manufacturing
practices and industries around them. Increased accessibility and democratization
of fabrication technologies, and the tendency to form collectives or other innovative
economic and business models presents a wholly new model for manufacturing,
and for the factory building itself. As such, the gap left in cities by big industry
migrating to off-shore sites is increasingly being replaced by new ‘captains of
industry’, models which don’t require massive industrial tracts, proximity to
industrial transportation hubs (seaports or airports) or large-footprint industrial
buildings. Instead they benefit from proximity to the diverse collection of users
and potential clients for their work. For example, these may be architects, artists,
industrial designers or even hobbyists, working for or in collaboration with
businesses, universities, local government, property developers, manufacturers,
small businesses or myriad other practices. The future factory is a manufacturing
space of some description, but not the one we once knew. It might also act as a
knowledge and workplace hub, gallery, retail space, showroom, teaching space,
archive or event space. It may not be visible at all, or be distributed around the globe.
It might camouflage into its environment or be the new, iconic public building of the
21st century.
The Future Factory is one that is connected to, and attracts, the diverse agencies
that collect within the city. The factory building as an experiment and marker
of change continues in this light, as does the image of the factory within the
contemporary social and cultural realm. What is the future factory, what does it look
like, what is its role, and how does it (re)connect to the city?
Your proposal should develop a framework and design for contemporary
manufacturing a city of your choice. Projects should propose new production/
consumption combinations, and advance a position about the status and role of
manufacturing for architecture, for the public, for the city, and for the future.
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“good factories require the
manipulation of infrastructure, the
capability for change, understanding
of different scales, and an almost
ritualised interplay between people,
goods, waste and information.
In short, factories are the closest
phenomena to urban life...”
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[Jeremy Melvin, Architects’ Journal, 1999]

WHO THE
COMPETITION
IS FOR

The Future Factory Competition is open to multidisciplinary teams with at
least one member with an architectural background. Teams are encouraged to
include representation from industries of particular significance to your location,
government representatives, agents for urban development in your city, urban
economists, artists or other partners or stakeholders invested in the future potential
of urban manufacturing.

PROJECT
SCALE

This is an international ideas competition and as such the location for each proposal
will vary. The scale of the project should be determined based on your chosen
factory type, site(s) and political/social/economic agenda around contemporary
manufacturing, urbanism and architecture. You may chose one discrete site in
the central part of your chosen city, or a series of distributed sites, for example.
You may choose to extend or connect to large-scale manufacturing base sited
locally. This may include global sites or remote locations, and any combination of
tangible, digital or virtual production. The mode of production, and what the factory
‘produces’ is a primary focus of the competition question. However you structure
the project, and therefore your argument about future factories, the scale of the
project will be determined accordingly.

DELIVERABLES

The project submission must contain the following files:
1. (3) A1 panels (each in portrait orientation) submitted as a single 3-page PDF
file. The PDF file should be no more than 15MB. The file name should be the
registration number. Include your registration number on the bottom left corner
of the first A1 panel/PDF
The exact type and scale of drawing is dependent on the nature of your 		
proposal and should be chosen accordingly. All necessary information should
be included on the boards; video or other media will not be considered. Projects
should include information about the chosen site, manufacturing component
(i.e. the particular industry, material, product, etc.), potential users and clients,
and any supporting information about the existing and proposed socioeconomic situation you are referring to.
2. A .doc file containing a project statement (500 words max). This file must be
named after the registration number followed by the word “statement”. For
example: 1234-statement.doc.
3. A .doc file containing the entrants’ personal information, including name,
profession, address, and email. This file must be named after the registration
number followed by the word “info”. For example: 1234-info.doc.

SCHEDULE

Entries must not have the names or affiliations of team members on the panels.
Entries with identifying marks will be disqualified.
Competition Announced: December 1, 2013
Early Registration Deadline: January 15, 2014
Final registration Deadline February 31, 2014
Final Submission Deadline: March 31, 2014
Questions Answered: periodically throughout the competition, online.
Shortlist and Awards Announced: April 30, 2014
Exhibition Dates: (July-August 2014)
Publication Launch at the exhibition(s)
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AWARDS
Ten projects will be shortlisted.
1st Prize: $2,500
2nd Prize: $1,500
3rd Prize: $500
3 Honorable Mentions and a Public Choice award
through online voting
All awarded and shortlisted entries will be invited to
exhibit their proposals at a venue in New York. The
exhibition will travel to several other cities. The full
collection of entries will be documented in a Future
Factory competition publication. All entries will be
included in an online catalog.
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REGULATIONS

QUESTIONS

1. All entries must be in English
2. Members of the FACIT organization or their
families cannot take part.
3. This competition is anonymous and judged by
the registration number only.
4. Entrants may not contact the organizers or jury
members before announcement of the results.
5. FACIT reserves the right to waive irregularities
or modify the competition schedule if
necessary.
6. The registration fee is non-refundable.
7. Entries may be published or promoted publicly
by FACIT following the public announcement of
awards.
8. There is no limit as to the number of participants
per team, but each must have a separate
registration number.
9. Participation assumes acceptance of the
regulations

Questions can be submitted online through the
Future Factory competition website.
Answers will be posted on the site periodically.

ELIGIBILITY

ANONYMITY

• All entries must be submitted by teams of 2 or
more people.
• Each team must have one member from an
architectural background. The other member(s)
should be chosen carefully to specifically augment
the agenda and conceptual framework of the
proposal.
• Multidisciplinary teams are encouraged.

• All entries will be judged anonymously by the
competition jury.
• No identifying marks should be made on the
submission; author details will be removed from
each entry before being forwarded to the jury.
• Competitors must not communicate with the jury
or publicize their entry before results are made
public.
• Previously public submissions will be disqualified.
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JURY
The jury will be comprised of professionals
embedded within the subject matter.
Juror a is a practicing architect with an
internationally awarded practice
Juror b is an industrialist specializing in
contemporary manufacturing
Juror c is a film maker or writer who’s work focuses
on future cities
Juror d is the directory of an architecture or urban
design program
Juror e is the director of FACIT
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EVALUATION GUIDELINES
Submissions will be evaluated on the basis of originality, clarity and sophistication
of each proposal.
Design of the Future Factory is the primary mechanism to demonstrate broader
ideas about the related topics, such as changes in industry, design, authorship,
distribution, manufacturing processes, industrial workplaces, contemporary
urbanism, production and consumption (life)cycles, or any of the many other
significant and pressing issues related to this competition brief. Indeed, reflection
upon the greater context of the Factory is the primary objective, evidenced through
the design of a particular urban, architectural and programmatic framework and
proposition.
The key evaluation criteria will assess:
• Clarity and Creativity: defining what the Future Factory is, what its for, who it
addresses and where it’s located
• Innovation: approach to future industry, manufacturing and urbanism
• Quality: design, representation and framework for the project
• Agency: advancing a position about manufacturing through a architectural design

REGISTRATION
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Each entry must be registered to compete. Entry fee is $75 USD payable via Paypal
and is not refundable (early registration is $50)
Registration muse be received by the registration deadline (see above)
Confirmation of registration will be sent by email, with a link to additional
competition documents and a registration number. This site also has a link to
submit your entry. Be sure to include your registration on the submission.

REFERENCE MATERIAL
Films /
Modern Times, Charlie Chaplin
Metropolis, Fritz Lang
The Take, Naomi Klein, Avi Lewis
Willy Wonka & the Chocolate Factory, Mel Stuart
Spotswood, Mark Joffe
Made in Dagenham, Nigel Cole
Mon Oncle, Jacques Tati
Brazil, Terry Gilliam
Battle Angel Alita
Niel Gershenfeld TEDtalks

Documentaries /
Manufactured Landscapes, Edward Burtynsky,
Toyota AU: National Geographic Megafactories
Lego: National Geographic Megafactories
Coca Cola: National Geographic Megafactories
IKEA: National Geographic Megafactories
Pig City; Food City, The Why Factory,
Our Daily Bread, 2005
Shapeways Factory Tour

Research Precedents /
Fiat Lingotto Factory, Turin (M. Trucco, R. Piano)
Ford River Rouge, Michigan (A Kahn, W. McDonough)
Centre for Virtual Engineering, (ZVE), Stuttgart, UN Studio
McLaren Technology Centre, Foster
BMW Central Building, Leipzig, Zaha Hadid
Nestle Laboratory, Querétaro, Rojkind Arquitectos
American Apparel, Los Angeles
Zahner Factory, Kansas City, Crawford Architects
Dynamo Metal Workshop, Zurich, Phalt Architekten
Factory building on the Vitra Campus, Germany, SANAA
Burnie Makers Workshop, Tasmania, Terroir Architects
Volkswagen Transparent Factory, Dresden, Gunter Henn
Ferrari Wind Tunnel, Maranello, Renzo Piano
Vertical Urban Factory (exhibition)
AEG Turbine Factory, Peter Behrens, Berlin
Fagus Shoe last factory, Walter Gropius & Adolf Meyer
Albert Kahn, various factories for Ford Motor Company
Inmos Microprocessor Factory, Newport, Wales, R. Rogers
Renault Distribution Center, England, Foster & Arup
Claude N. Ledoux, Saltworks, Munitions factories
GH Genhelix Biopharmaceutical Facilities, Leon, Estudio SIC
Kangan Batman TAFE, Automotive Centre, Melbourne, Lyons
Olivetti-Underwood Factory, Pennsylvania, Louis Kahn
Igus Headquarters and Factory, Cologne, Grimshaw
Gatti Wool Factory, Rome, Pier Luigi Nervi
Tajfun Factory, Slovenia, Superform
Recycling Plant, Madrid, Abalos & Herreros
Hat Factory, Germany, Erich Mendelsohn
Turun Sanomat Printworks, Turku, Alvar Aalto
Burgo Paper Mill, Mantova, Pier Luigi Nervi

Books / Essays / Articles /
Factory, Gillian Darley
Cradle to Cradle, W. McDonough
Makers, C. Anderson
Tubes:, AndresBlum
Factory Towns of South China, Stefan Al
Fast-Forward Urbanism, D. Cuff, R. Sherman
The Infrastructural City, Kazys Varnelis
The Rational Factory, Lindy Biggs
The Idea Factory, Jon Gertner
The Efficiency Expert, Edgar Rice Burroughs
Instrumental Form, Wes Jones
El Segundo, Jones Partners
In the Bubble, John Thackara
Mechanization Takes Command, S. Giedeon
Design Is the Problem, Nathan Shedroff
Fiat, or the phantom of order, R. Banham
The Vertical Farm, Dickson Despommier
The City and the City, China Mieville
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END NOTES
* FACIT is a fictional organization advancing
the future of FActories in CITies
Image Credits /
Cover: Sarah Moussa, Francisca Rodriguez
1. NASA (National Aeronautics and Space
Administration)
2. Sarah Moussa, Francisca Rodriguez
3. Nicholas Stathopoulos, Matt Ellis
4. Nicholas Stathopoulos, Matt Ellis
5. Nicholas Stathopoulos, Matt Ellis
6. Ken Lai

